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Thomas Jefferson
Statesman, Artist, Scientist and One Man Horticultural Exchange
By Neal Weaver
Of all the remarkable men revered in the United
tes as Founding Fathers, Thomas Jefferson is perhaps

most remarkable, not only for his concrete achievesuch as the authorship of the Declaration of IndeOeJLlllE~ce and negotiation of the Louisiana Purchase, but
for the incredible diversity of his interests and his
- _ to excel in many fields of knowledge.
He was a practicing lawyer, Representative of the
y of Virginia to the Continental Congress, Governor
State of Virginia during the American Revolution,
·ster Plenipotentiary to France, Secretary of State,
President, and two-term President of the United
:es. Yet he was able-in his spare time, as it were-to
e a capable architect, amateur surveyor, horticuland inventor. He made contributions to the fields
• geography, botany, paleontology, ethnology, and naturry. He was a talented amateur violinist, with a taste
music of Handel. Throughout his life he was the
-manager of several extensive plantations, includonticello. His literary output was prodigious, if one
,._~lS the letters, which probably number between fifty
.seventy-five thousand. His writings on agriculture
fill a large, impressive volume of 704 pages.
efferson's principal estate, Monticello, is rightly
ed as a show-place today, but as a site for a farm it
- 1ess than perfect. Its mountaintop setting, though
~c-rtl--h ·l led to practical problems. Soil erosion plagued
and the altitude made irrigation impossible. Even
for household uses was sometimes at a premium.
...nempted to level the grounds near his house for or- and kitchen gardens, but when that proved im-cal, settled for terracing his vegetable beds. It was
te in Jefferson's life that his son-in-law introduced
mr:~arolowing to Monticello. But the old sage was able
perceive its value, and was eager to share this remarkagricultural advance with his fellow citizens. He took
- band and wrote letter after letter, describing the
in detail so that his correspondents around the
try could profit by it.
For Jefferson was first , last, and always a farmer.
ever else he became, he always had to rely on his
for his livelihood. Even as President, he was paid
_ 525,000 a year, enough to pay for the expenses of oft not to support his extensive circle of relatives,
and employees. This dependence on the land,
:!lined with his inquiring and far-ranging mind, made
a constant seeker after new plants, new methods of
renewal, new possibilities.
Because he was also preternaturally observant, and
a
tic keeper of records, he was able to profit from his

experiments and observe their progress over long periods
of time. He recorded thermometer readings daily, and in
his farm books set down when crops were sown, when
seedlings appeared, when plants bloomed, and the dates
on.which farm crops reached the table.
Because he was a lover of nature, he was also concerned with ornamental plants, and as early as 1767 his
records show that at Shadwell he was growing hyacinths,
narcissus, carnations, Indian pinks, marigolds, iris, impatiens, snapdragons, poppies, Mimosa pudica, hibiscus,
Magnolia tripetala, rhododendrons , four-o'clocks , and
delphiniums, to name only a few . When, after a fire in
1770, he moved to Monticello, his concern with beautifying the grounds was even greater.
When he went off to Philadelphia to attend the Continental Congress, even such mighty chores as the writing
of the Declaration of Independence did not prevent
Jefferson from pursuing his far-ranging interests. On
July 4, 1776, the day that document was officially proclaimed, his diary shows that he purchased fiddlestrings
for 27 shillings, a doll for 2 shillings, 7 pairs of women's
gloves for 27 shillings , and spent 1 shilling " seeing a monkey." He also "pd1 Sparhawk for a thermometer £3-15. "
He recorded the temperature four times that day.
At Monticello, he observed with the eye of an efficiency expert, spending hours watching his servants at
their tasks, determining how to eliminate unnecessary
movements, even counting the steps of laborers moving
barrows full of earth. Dissatisfied with the ploughs then
available, he designed a model whose major new feature
was a " mold-board of least resistance." It was successful
in England and Europe as well as America, until later
developments superseded it.
He had an extensive library of books and pamphlets
on agriculture and horticulture (a modern bibliography
requires eight pages to list them), and maintained an extensive correspondence with fellow farmers and horticulturists. As his horizons widened, he acquired correspondents who supplied seeds and plants from all over the
known world. The correspondence continued throughout
the Revolutionary War, and this most notorious of rebels
continued the exchange of plants, ideas, and advice with
"enemies" in the mother country. A little thing like a war
could not be allowed to impede the progress of agriculture!
Jefferson's years as Governor of Virginia were years
of war, which required that he serve as Commander in

(Continued on Page 4)
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Chief of the Virginia Militia. He was not a success as a
military commander, and these were perhaps the least
glorious years of his career. He resigned under a storm of
criticism, with political enemies demanding an investigation of his conduct. The Virginia Legislature dismissed
the charges, but Jefferson, always a proud man ("I am
always mortified when anything is expected of me which
I cannot fulfill."), felt betrayed. He retreated to Monticello to be with his wife, Martha, whose health had always been precarious and was growing more so. It was
only after her death in 1782 that he felt free to return to
political life.
During this period of seclusion, he did most of the
work on his Notes on Virginia, the only formal book he
ever wrote. The inspiration was a questionnaire about the
State sent to him by the Marquis de Barbe'.-Marbois, Secretary of the French Legation in Philadelphia. Marbois
probably expected rather casual answers, but once Jefferson began collecting information, the book took on a life
of its own. It combined a wealth of natural history with
accounts of political institutions and philosophy, thereby
winning the interest of politicians and scholars as well as
scientists and farmers. Jefferson's literary reputation was
made, both at home and abroad. The Notes also contained one of his most eloquent tributes to the virtues of
the pastoral and agricultural society:
Those who labour in the earth are the chosen people of
God, if ever he had a chosen people, whose breast he has
made his peculiar deposit for substantial and genuine virtue.
It is the focus in which he keeps alive that sacred fire, which
otherwise might escape from the face of the earth. Corruption
of morals in the mass of cultivators is a phenomenon of which
no age nor nation has furnished an example.

Once the war was over, Jefferson was appointed Ambassador to France. In Paris, he acquired a house-and of

4

course, a garden, where he grew vegetables for his table
and curiosities like Indian corn, unknown to the French.
One of his most valued acquaintances in Paris w~.
the Comtesse de Tess{, the aunt and confidante of t
Marquis de Lafayette . The Comtesse was an enthusiastic "'
horticulturist, and her country place, Chaville, was a botanical paradise. For her and other French friends, Jefferson acquired long lists of native American plants, and
wherever he went in Europe he collected or ordered
seeds, plants, and cuttings to be sent back home. He became, in a sense, a one-man horticultural exchange, pursuing these activities with a zeal that was all the more remarkable for its slim chances for success : the long sea
voyages took a disastrous toll, and all too often the precious treasures arrived dead. But he persevered, because
he believed, as he was to state later, that:
The greatest service which can be rendered to any country
is, to add a useful plant to its culture, especially, a bread grain;
next in value to bread is oil.

The time in Paris was spent in complex negotiations
for favorable trade agreements between the U.S. and
France. In his attempts to find foreign markets for American products, he became aware that Carolina rice was not
in great demand in Europe because an Italian variety,
from the Piedmont, was superior-particularly when
served au gras. First reports suggested that perhaps different machines were being used in deaning the rice, resulting in fewer broken grains. He arranged a trip to Piedmont to investigate, and found the machines were iden cal.
He concluded that the difference must lie in the rice
itself, and resolved to take seed for shipment to America.
On discovering that the government of Turin forbade the
export of rough rice on pain of death, he hired a muleteer
to smuggle a couple of bags across the Appenines. And
just to be on the safe side, he filled his own pockets with

-- -.....
--1
11 ~
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o:mas Jefferson has sometimes been called America's
original and most authentic genius. John F. Kennedy
owledged this fact when, presiding over a dinner
ring the Nobel Prize Laureates of the Western Demere. he described his guests as "the most extraordi.· collection of talents ... that has ever been gathered
e White House, with the possible exception of when
mas Jefferson dined alone." The multiplicity of his
eat is beautifully demonstrated at Monticello, where
esigned the graceful, palladian-style mansion as well
ti ng the picturesque and much-imitated setting for
• included in the mansion are innovations and inven- like the dumbwaiter, that sprang from his fertile
- d: and the grounds served as a constant "research
ratory" for testing new plants and developing agrirural techniques.

dplan of Monticello and its
shows the care with which
:erson landscaped his estatedid all things. Principal plant"'"" included Persian lilacs, euonyda phne, sugar maples, and
;y annual and perennial flowJ e fferson' s
granddaughter,
Cary Randolph, assisted him
·gning and planting the ornatal flower beds that bordered
vti.nding walk. The Monticello
ens were restored by the GarQ ub of Virginia.

,,.,...~=

·ce. The muleteer was never heard from again, but
- --HSOn succeeded in carrying enough on his own person
· - _ • ply the Carolina growers with seed.
He had also acquired upland rice seeds from Cochin
- - and Africa , on the correct assumption that, because
d be grown on dry land, it would be less conducive
-- :iseases and epidemics than the known American var- -~- wi th their "paddy" culture. The dry-land rice never
on as a commercial crop, but it spread wild to the
~· uplands where it was relished by the local populae.fferson was struck by the value of such European
'.;).=.::.·- as the caper, the apricot, and the olive, and made

extensive attempts to transport them and naturalize them
in America. He also had a life-long interest in viniculture,
and while in France studied the making of champagne.
Jefferson returned to the U.S. in 1789 to find that
President Washington had appointed him Secretary of
State , with duties that included the conduct of foreign
affairs, census taking, supervision of the mint, publication
of the laws, and the granting of patents and copyrights.
Subsequently, he was elected Vice-President under John
Adams , and then President.
As cabinet member and Vice-President, Jefferson
(Continued on Page 6)
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continued his life-long efforts to make his estates both
economically profitable and aesthetically pleasing. But
as President he carried on his horticultural pursuits in the
White House itself. He grazed his sheep on the lawn, and
in his cabinet (as rooms devoted to scientific studies were
then known), he grew roses and species pelargoniums.
The unfinished East Room was known in his time as The
Mammoth Room, since it was used to store the bones of a
mammoth acquired for his paleontological studies, and
also as a repository for the "Mammoth Cheese," weigh-
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ing 1235 pounds, a gift from the farmers of Cheshire,
Massachusetts.
Furthermore, the Presidency provided Jefferso .: --._
with the power and prestige to implement his hortic
tural ambitions on a large scale. When he organized the "
Lewis and Clark Expedition to explore the great West, he
was careful to make ample provision for the gathering of
plants and botanical information. When the expedition
made its triumphant return , the seeds and plants it
brought back were sent to the best American plantsmen,
like Bernard McMahon of P hiladelphia as well as to
horticulturists overseas, while Jefferson retained a few
plants for testing in his cabinet and at Monticello.
In all his correspondence, Jefferson was both knowledgeable and careful about means of packing and shipping plant materials. Often he gave specific instructions
for packing plants in moss to insure safe arrival.
The problems of shipping live materials, always severe, were increased by the War of 1812. as this letter to
Andr~ Thouin, Director of the National Garden of France,
indicates :
The perils of the ocean, m y good and antient fri end, are
such that l almost despair of gettin g a letter to you. ye t l cannot permit myself longer to withold the acknolegeme nt of the
reciept of your letters of Mar . 2 and Dec. 7. I 18 I 11, and Mar.
11, I 18 I 13. the boxes of seeds which you were so kind to
forward me in 1810, 1811, came safely to hand and we re committed to our best seedsman, in order that they might be preserved and distributed so as to become genera l the box announced in yours of March 15. [ 18 I 13. has, l presume, bee ~
captured on the high seas; as l have never heard of it's arriv
in any port . . . l learn with pleasure the success of several new
cultures with you, and that you w ill by exam ple teach us how
to do without some of the tropical productions. the bee te-rave,
l am told, is likely really to furni sh sugar at such a price as to
rivalize that of the Cane. if you have any printed recip es of the
process of manipulation, and could send me one, nam ing also
the best species of beet, you would add a valuable item to the
repeated services you have rendered to us by a com munication of the useful plants. if ever we should get the sea open
again, l shall take great pleasure in repaying some of your
kindnesses by sending you a collection of seeds & new plants
which were brought to us by Lewis & Clark rom the other side
of our Continent. they have been well taken care of by Mr.
McMahon, seedsman and botanist at Ph iladelphia fro m which
port they can be readily shipped. at present we are blo ckaded
by our enemies; as we were indeed for many ye.ars w hile they
called themselves our friends .

Later, in 1818, Jefferson was also to send some of M.
Thouin's seeds to David Hosack, founder of the first botanical garden of New York, located on the spot now occupied by Rockefeller Center in midtown Manhattan.
In retirement, Jefferson continued his agricultural
correspondence and supervised his farms. More and more
he was willing to leave the cultivation and testing of exotic plants to others, but his fever for gardening never
abated . On August 20, 1811 , he wrote to the celebrated
American painter, amateur scientist, and museum
keeper, Charles Willson Peale :
l have often thought that if heaven had give n me choi
of my position and calling, it should have been on a rich spot
of earth, well watered, and near a good market f or th e produc-

(Continued on Page 8)
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RATED OUTSTANDING FOR OVERALL PERFORMANCE
... IN YEARS OF UNIVERSITY TESTING
... IN ACTUAL USE BY PEOPLE WHO KNOW GREAT GRASS,
GROW GREAT GRASS and DEMAND GREAT GRASS.

• DARKER GREEN COLOR THE ENTIRE GROWING SEASON
• EXCELLENT DENSITY • GOOD DISEASE RESISTANCE
•TOLERANCE TO MODERATELY CLOSE MOWING

IF YOUR "GAME" IS GRASS ... BE A WINNER
LIKE MICKEY AND WHITEY. USE "ADELPHI".
FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT:

"ADELPHI" HAS BEEN CHOSEN by the Plant
Variety Protection Office, U.S.D.A., AS A
STANDARD FOR DARK GREEN COLOR to which
all bluegrasses applying for plant protection
will be compared for color classification.
(Use of this statement does not indicate any
approval or recommendation of Adelphi by the U.S.D.A.)

.J. & L.
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A,DIKES, INC.
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Jefferson's dissatisfaction with existing plows available
for use on his own farms led to his invention of a new
model with its celebrated "mold-board of least resistance." It was successfully used abroad and in the United
States. Jefferson was an inveterate putterer and inventor,
creating among many other things, a carriage with a
convertible roof.
(Continued from Page 6)
tions of the garden. No occupation is so delightful to me as
the culture of the earth, and no culture comparable to that of
the garden . Such a variety of subjects, some one always coming to perfection, the failure of one thing repaired by the success of another, and instead of one harvest a continued one
through the year. Under a total want of demand except for our
family table, I am still devoted to the garden. But though an
old man, I am but a young gardener.

Toward the end of his life, Jefferson had another of
his great bursts of creative energy, and decided to establish a university for his home state of Virginia-one which
would be adequately equipped to train the state's (and
perhaps the nation's) future leaders. He planned the
curriculum, sought legislative and financial support, designed the buildings, and created the landscape for the
institution now known as the University of Virginia, in
Charlottesville. His specific plans for the faculty and curriculum, and his designs for a botanical garden, were
never carried out, but he was able to launch the institution and, as its first rector, to make it strong and stable.
Of all Jefferson's voluminous writings on horticulture, none gives a greater sense of the breadth and depth
of his knowledge than a letter written to Dr. John Manners on February 27, 1814. Manners had asked him for his
opinion on the merits of the various classification systems in the field of natural history. After a modest disclaimer of any real knowledge on the subject, Jefferson
proceeded to a discussion of the various systems, referring knowledgeably to the work of Ray, Klein, Busson,
Linnaeus, Blumenbach, Cuvier, Jussieu, Buffon, Wildenow, Persoon, and Humboldt. Along the way he also
touched upon such arcane matters as the structure of the
cloaca of the Ornithorhyncum (duck-billed platypus), and
the mammae of the opposum, concluding with a marvellously lucid statement of his own position:
In what I have said on the method of classing, I have not
at all meant to insinuate that that of Linnaeus is intrinsically
preferable to those of Blumenbach and Cuvier. I adhere to the
Linnaean because it is sufficient as a groundwork, admits of
supplementary insertions as new productions are discovered,
and mainly because it has got into so general use that it will
not be easy -to displace it, and still less to find another whi~iz
shall have the same singular fortune of obtaining the general
consent. During the attempt we shall become unintelligible to
one another, and science will be really retarded by efforts tp

advance it made by its most favorite sons. I am not myself apt
to be alarmed at innovations recommended by reason . That
dread belongs to those whose interests or prejudices shrink
from the advance of truth and science. My reluctance is to
give up an universal language of which we are in possession,
without an assurance of general consent to receive another.
And the higher the character of the authors recommending it,
and the more excellent what they offer, the greater the danger
of producing schism .

In his time, as well as our own, Jefferson has been
criticized for his tactics, his politics, and even his morals.
But no one can challenge the strength of his mind, the
range of his interests, or the magnitude of his accomplishments-in government, in architecture, and in horticulture.
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Herbicide Evaluation for
Crabgrass Control-1976
By Joseph Troll, Robert N. Carrow, and John Griffin
Several commercial and experimental herbicides
were evaluated for their efficacy in controlling crabgrass, Digitaria ischaemum, and their possible phytotoxicity to the desirable grass species.
The test site was seeded in 1975 and presently consists of about 60% Highlight and Pennlawn Red Fescues
and 40 % Baron Kentucky bluegrass growing in a silt loam
soil. The turfgrass was fertilized with .5 lb. nitrogen per
1 000 ft 2 as 10-6-4 on May 1 and .25 lb. N per 1,000 ft2 as
45--0--0 on July 1. Mowing was twice a week at 1112 inches
with clippings returned. No irrigation was utilized. The
trial site was verticut and then seeded to about .75 lb.
of crabgrass seed per 1,000 ft 2 prior to herbicide application. All chemicals were applied May 25 to each of 3
replicated 6' x 10' plots. Results are shown in Table 1.
-le !" li ici d~

t r<'atmPnt, rates , [JPt'CPnt crabgrass p er plo t , phytotox i c i ty
an d dates - 1 9 7 ti .

Phy t o t ox ic i t:::i:
Rate
4p r b ici d e
Che ck

Lb a . i. /A
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6/3/76
0

% Crab g l'.'Llss
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Sward, Amex 72-A34, Tupersan and Dacthal exhibited slight phytotoxicity 8 days after application, especially on the red fescues. Sward at the 3 lb. ai/ A rate resulted in long term phytotoxicity effects. All herbicides
gave adequate control of crabgrass. Sward was effective,
even at the low rate.

NITROFORM®
organic nitrogen

the professwnal turfkeeper • ••
Nitroform® fertilizer is for tightfisted profes·
sional turf men and sod growers. It helps keep
costs down because it is long-lasting, slow·
release organic nitrogen . . . concentrated to
38%. Nonburning and odorless, Nitroform
also resists leaching and builds a residual. It
comes in two forms:
For granular applications use

~.12..!.£!
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"Better Turf through Research and Education"

Forty-Sixth Annual Turf Conference
and First Industrial Show
March 2, 3, 4, 1977
Civic Center
Springfield, Massachusetts
(1-91, Exit 6 from South
Columbus Avenue Exit from North)
Sponsored by Massachusetts Cooperative Extension Service
Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council
Golf Course Superintendents Association of New England

PLEASE BRING THIS PROGRAM WITH YOU.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2

3:00

Break

-Morning-

3:15

The N.J. GCA District Concept
Mr. Paul Boizelle, Superintendent
Fiddlers Elbow
Far Hills, N.J.

3:45

Good Old Whatchamacallit and Golf in America
Mr. Holman Griffin, Regional Director
National Golf Foundation
Plano, Texas

9:00 - 1:00 PM

Registration-Lobby - Plaza Entrance

9:00 - 12:45 PM

Industrial Show opens.
Snack bar available.
Exhibition Hall
-AfternoonGENERAL SESSION
Banquet Room

4:30 - 6:30 P.M.

Chairman: Dr. Joseph Troll
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
1:00

1:15

1:45

2:15

Welcome
Dr. Ross S. Whaley, Dean of College
Food and Natural Resources,
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

THURSDAY, MARCH 3
GOLF COURSE SESSION
Banquet Room
-Morning-

Transition from Westchester CC to Pinehurst
Mr. Robert DePencier, Golf Course Manager
Pinehurst CC
Pinehurst, N.C.
A Superintendent's View of the Professional Golf
Tour
Mr. Richard Hurley, Superintendent
Tavistock CC
Haddonfield, N.J.
Preserving the Past while Building the Future
Mr. Ted Roberts, Superintendent
Kingsmill on the James
Williamsburg, VA.

Industrial Show open.
Cocktails available.
Exhibition Hall

Chairman: Professor John M. Zak
University of Massachusetts/ Am herst
9:00

An Architect's Viewpoint of Golfi ng Holes
Mr. William Robinson
Golf Course Architect
Amherst

9:45

Public Relations between Lady Golfers and t
Course Superintendent
Ms. Kay Kennedy
Johns Island Golf Dept.
Vero Beach, Fla.

~

~,,
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10:15

Unusual Golf Course Situations
Dr. John Harper, II
Pennsyl\tania State University

10:30

Weed Control in Turfgrass with Chemicals
Prof. John Jagschitz
University of Rhode Island

:00

Industrial Show open.
Lunch and cocktails available.
Exhibition Hall

11:00

Industrial Show open.
Lunch and cocktails available.
Exhibition Hall
-Afternoon-

-Afternoon2:00

Pr~

2:30

Evaluation of Present Methods of Turfgrass Insect Control
Dr. Harry D. Niemczyk
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center

and Post-emergence Control of Annual
Bluegrass
Dr. Alfred J. Turgeon
University of Illinois

3:15

Topdressing Kentucky Bluegrass and Creeping
Bentgrass with Sand
Dr. Douglas T. Hawes
University of Maryland

3:45

Turfgrass Nutrition-Current Thinking and
!Future Challenges
Dr. John R. Hall
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University

2:00

Tree Care
Prof. Gordon King
University of Massachusetts

2:45

Landscaping around the H.S. Truman Complex
Mr. George P. Toma, Director of Field and
Landscaping
KansasCH:y Chiefs and Royals

3:30

Mulching Requirements to Establish Turf
Mr. Ronald C. Perez
Weyerhaeuser Co.
Montclair, N.J.

4:30 - 6:30

4:30 - 6:30

FRIDAY, MARCH 4

Industrial Show Open.
Cocktails available;
Exhibition Hall

GOLF COURSE SESSION
Banquet Hall

-Evening7:00

Industrial Show open.
Cocktails available.
Exhibition Hall

Banquet and Winter School Graduation
Banquet Hall
Speaker: Mr. A. Bertoni
W. A. Cleary Chemical Corporation

Chairman: Dr. Joseph Troll
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
8:30 - 10:00 AM

Industrial Show open.
Exhibition Hall
<.___../

THURSDAY, MARCH 3

f

ALTERNATE SESSION
College Room

!

10:00

Understanding the Weather
Mr. Anthony Tancr4'ttO
Boston Weather Forecasting Office

10:30

Second Golf Safari Down Under and Japan
Mr. Warren Bidwell, Manager
Congressional Country Club
Washington, D.C.

11:15

Chemical Control of Turfgrass Diseases
Dr. R. W. Smiley
Cornell University

12:00

Urea-Fusarium Blight Control
Mr. Jack Martin, Supt.
Shackamaxon Golf and Country Club
Westfield, N.J.

r

-MorningChairman: Mr. Charles Mruk
Hercules Inc.
9:00

9:45

Maintenance of Heavily Used Athletic Facilities
Dr. Henry lndyk
Rutgers University
Maintenance of Arlington National Cemetery
Dr. Richard Baker, Horticulturist
Arlington National Cemetery

(Continued on Page 12)
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Cooperative Extension Service, University of Massachusetts, United States Department of Agriculture
and County Extension Services cooperating.

(Continued from Page 11)
CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE
Golf Course Superintendents Association
of New England
Anthony Caranci

Issued by the Cooperative Extension Service, R.S.
Whaley, Director, in furtherance of the Acts of May
8 and June 30, 1914; University of Massachusetts,
United States Department of Agriculture and County Extension Service cooperating.

Max Mierzwa
WayneZoppo

Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council
Allan Cumps
Charles Mruk
Dan Leone
Robert Scagnetti

Open to the public without regard t o race, color, or
national origin.

University of Massachusetts
Joseph Troll, Chairman

John M. Zak

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR EXHIBITORS.

TURF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT ANO SUPPLIES

THE MAGOVERN COMPANY, I NC.
E ST

1896 - INC

19 28

P . 0 . B OX 2 7 0 , LAWN AC RE R OA D, WIND SO R L OCKS. CO

EC

1

CUT 0 6 0 96

W I NDSOR LOCKS 203- 6 23 - 25 0 8

~

,, MEADOW STREET
FAIRFIELD, CONN 0600
1203) 255·2817

-

57 ALLEN STREET
SPRINGFIELD , MASS . 01108
(•13 ) 733 - 6638

MEMBER
Associated Landscape Contractors of Mass.
N. E.
Association

INDIAN CORNER ROAD

~

279 OA LTO

A E UE

PITT SFIE LD, MASS 0 120 1
( '13 1 ••3 · 4450

~
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R. I. Nurserymen 's Associat ion

SLOCUM, RHODE ISLAND 0287 7

CALL TOLL FREE 800-556-6985 day 0 night
IN RHODE ISLAND 401 -294-3377
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Dollar Spot Fungicide Control Trial-1976
By Joseph Troll, Robert N. Carrow, and John Griffin

The efficacy of several test fungicides was compared to that of standard chemicals for the control of
Dollar Spot, Sclerotinia homoeocarpa. Trial chemicals
were applied at several rates to determine their significant effects on the control of the disease.
The test site was a 40' x 12' area of Emerald creeping bentgrass established in 1973 on a silt loam soil on the
University of Massachusetts South Deerfield Station. The
turfgrass area was mowed twice weekly at 0.25 inch. To
enhance fungus infection by natural means only 1.5 lbs.
of nitrogen per 1000 sq. ft. was applied by late July. Additional increments of nitrogen were applied in August
and September, and the turf was irrigated as needed.
The area was divided into 48 randomized 2.5' x 4'
plots. There were 15 treatments, each replicated 3 times.
Treatments were initiated June 2, 1976 and re-applied
approximately every two weeks until mid-July, after
which time they were applied periodically. However,
when Dollar Spot infection first occurred, in early September, the treatments were resumed on a bi-weekly basis. Chemicals were applied by a pressurized hand sprayer. Results are shown in Table 1.
Early in the season the mycelium of the fungus was
observed several mornings on the grass in the test plots
t no damage resulted. A similar situation was observed
greens of several goH courses located in the immediate area. However, examination of the fungicide test plots
during the spring and early summer months showed
marked differences in infection by the Leaf Spot organism,
Helminthosporium. The test chemical RP 26019 at all
rates applied and Daconil gave excellent control of this
disease. Cu-N compound applied at the higher rate re-

D Chipco® Spot Kleen
D Chipco® Microgreen
Liquid
I

L

D Chipco®Turf Herbicide "D"
D Chipco® Spreader
D
D
D
D

D

Activator
Chipco® Thiram 75
Chipco® Crab Kleen
Chipco® Turf Herbicide
MCPP
Chipco® Buctril®
Chipco® Turf Kleen

Tab le l.

Fungicide treatments , rates, average number of do llar spots per plot
a nd date on Emerald creeping bentgrass - 1976

Treatments

Rate
a. i /A

Control
RP 26019 (50% wp)
RP 26019
RP 26019
Tersan 1991 (50?:ap)

Daconil
Cu - N
Cu ·- N
Act idione TGF
El.221 (50%wp)
EJ. 222
El 122
Et 222 ( li quid)
EC 221

:_)Ei~b ~~ldence
2

of

6/2

6/14

7/l 7/16

8/2

9/l l

l.5
3.0
6.0
l. 5

lb
lb
lb .
lb
1.5 gal
0. 5 gal
0.75 ga l
0.06 lb
0.5 lb
0.85 lb
l.O lb
2.0 lb
3. 0 lb

rnt!c~,~~

-

-

on -date; fol

-

-

-

!~wed -by

a -dash

9/23

10/ll

10/22

5.8
2.0

2.37
0.33

0

0

0

0
1.0
0 . 33
5.66
13.66
l. 33
1.0
0.66
0.33
3.0
0

0
0
0.33
4.33
11.0
0
4.3
10.0
4.0
2.66
5.0
l. 66

0
0
0
11. 0
13.0
0
3.0
1. 66
0.33
1.0
l.66

0

11.0
0

0

sulted in some control. Tersan 1991 and the formulation
of El 222 are not advocated for the control of Helminthosporium.
Dollar Spot infection and damage to the turfgrass in
the test plots occurred in September. The experimental
chemical RP 26019 applied at the higher rates appeared
to prevent infection and the overall quality of the turf
receiving all rates of RP 26019 was excellent. The fungicide was not phytotoxic to the turf even at the highest
rate applied. Infection occurred in plots treated with RP
26019 at the lowest rate and in the plots treated with Daconil but the infection was arrested with repeated applications of these chemicals.
Actidione TGF, Tersan 1991 and EC 222 applied at
4 lbs. a.i. per acre also appeared to give excellent control
of the disease when compared to the check.
We wish to thank UpJohn, Eli Lilly, Dupont, Diamond Alkali and Rhodia companies for their contribution to these trials.

CHIPCO
protects your turf
r from the world's
tougflest critic .. .
The golfer
RHODIA INC. AGRICULTURAL DIVISION
Monmouth Junction, New Jersey 08852

('Pl-Gal
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Reprinted from FARM INDEX, Vol. 15, No. 8, August 1976.

..
All About Home Gardening
An ever-increasing number of Americans are digging
up their backyards each summer to make room for neat
rows of tomatoes, beans, cucumbers, peppers, strawberries, apples-some of the fruits and vegetables they love
best.
Why do they do it? Why don't they just buy these
items at the nearest supermarket and save themselves
the time and trouble?
According to a recent national food study being conducted by Response Analysis Corporation of Princeton,
New Jersey, under contract with USDA, about half the
home gardeners in 1975 grew their own produce because
they say jt tastes better than what's available in supermarkets. Others took up gardening because it cuts down
on their food budget, while another large group did it as
a hobby.
Growing interest. Whatever their reasons, the interest in home gardening is growing. Of the nearly 1,400
households in the survey (home gardening is only one of
eight areas being investigated in this far-reaching study
of consumers' behavior, attitudes, and motives toward
food), 48 percent had, or intended to have, a fruit and
vegetable garden this year, up from 43 percent in 1974
and 46 percent in 1975. Some of these were obviously onetime gardens, as only 34 percent of the households had
gardens all 3 years. In comparison, 42 percent of the
households did not have gardens at any time during the
3-year period.
Population statistics. Demographic characteristics,
such as region of the country, size of the household, rural
vs. metropolitan area, and household with or without
children, seemed to play a role in determining which
households had a garden in 1975 for economic reasons or
as a hobby.
For example, households in rural areas and those
with five or more members were more likely to have had
a garden to save money or cut down on the food budget
than households in metropolitan areas or with fewer~
members. In contrast, households in rural communities
and those with children under 6 years of age were less
likely to have a home garden as a hobby. Such characteristics did not seem to determine the number of households that had a garden because they liked the taste of
fresh fruits and vegetables.
Most gardens In household yard. About 85 percent
of the 1975 gardens were located in the household yard,
suggesting that most of these respondents owned their
own homes. Nearly 86 percent of all homeowners who had
gardens planted them in their own yards. The study did
not determine the location of the remaining home gardens, but it might be assumed that they were probably
on a free community plot, since nearly all those surveyed
whose household gardens were some place other than

their own yards said there was no payment for the use of
their garden location.
Not surprisingly, the hottest item on the home gardener's list was the tomato- about 95 percent of the
households grew this vegetable in 1975. Beans - (limas,
green, wax, pole, etc. ) were the next most frequently
grown vegetable-by about 70 percent of the home gardeners-followed by cucumbers, peppers, radishes, and
green onions with 60 percent, and lettuce, onions, corn,
and carrots, 50 percent.

Fruits not as popular. Fruits were not as popular with
the 1975 gardeners. Only about 20 percent grew strawberries and apples, while another 10 percent planted
melons, peaches, and pears.
Most of the households that had home gardens in the
study year extended the life of their crops through freezing and canning. Nearly 70 percent froze some fruits and
vegetables, with 10 percent of the respondents claiming
this was one of the reasons for the household garden.
More beans found their way into freezers than any
other vegetable; they were frozen by about half the
home gardeners. Corn was next at 40 percent, followed
by peppers, peas, and tomatoes, about 30 percent. Straw:..
berries and apples were again the most popular fru· ,
frozen by 16 and 11 percent of the households, respe 'JI
tively.
Separate freezers aid to some households. Not unexpectedly, households with separate freezers froze mor~

15
fresh fruits and vegetables in 1975 than those with ordinary refrigerator /freezer combinations, probably because
th ~y had more room to store the frozen items. For examthree-fourths of the households with separate freezers froze some fresh produce, compared to less than half
of those with refrigerator/freezer combinations.
About 30 percent of the 1975 garden households
canned fruits and vegetables from their home gardens;
14 percent said this was one of the reasons they had a
garden. Tomatoes, canned by 65 percent of the households, and beans, by 42 percent, were the leading vegetable candidates, followed by cucumbers and beets,
about 30 percent. Of the fruits, apples led at 15 percent;
next were strawberries, pears, and peaches, 10 percent.
Shortage of canning materials. Difficulty in obtaining lids, jars, and other things needed for canning in 1975
caused 17 percent of the canning households to freeze
some fruits and vegetables that they ordinarily would
have canned. Twenty-five percent of the respondents
from households that canned despite the difficulty said
less fruits and vegetables were preserved by this method
than under normal conditions.
['Based on a speech, "Results from the 1976 USDA National Survey on Home Gardening," by Evelyn Kaitz, National Economic Analysis Division, presented at the American Seed Trade Association's 93rd annual convention,
Angeles, California, June 30, 1976.J
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Fungicides
3336 Turf Fungicide
A broad spectrum systemic fungicide
that prevents and controls all six ma1or
turf diseases

Bromosan Turf Fungicide

MCPP
MCPP Plus 2,4-D
Methar 80
Methar 30
AMA Plus 2,4-D
AMA (Super Methar)

The newest broad spectrum systemic fungi
c1de for those persistent trouble areas

Caddy
PMAS (10%)
Spotrete
Granular Turf Fungicide
Cad-Trete
Spectro

Specialties
All Wet
Clear Spray
Tru-Green
Grass-Green zit

11!1•{1~
CORPORATION

P.O. Box 10, Somerset, N.J. 08873

Allen Lawnmower Company
of Agawam

SELLS AND SERVICES THE VERY
BEST IN HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT

Boa·caT

COMMERCIAL MOWERS• SNOW THROWERS

Snow Throwers
28" Swath

I

ACiUA • GRO
ACiUA • T

·,

~·;-'·~~·.;;.~....-"'I

Oual1tv Blended Wetting Agent
Low Cost Blended Wetting Agent

STOMA• SEAL

Chemical Control of Wilt

Convenience of Appl1cat1on

ACiUA·GRD GRANULAR
197 MAIN STREET•AGAWAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01001

OPEN DAILY
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Don't pick

a r(;;l n* ~f~Jg~::s
just because of its
rich jp'een color or
qulcli germination.. .
Pick barOh because it meets all your needs.
When comparing bluegrass varieties, a good
rule of thumb is . . . pick the most versatile
bluegrass you can buy. Naturally you want a
grass that has a deep rich color, a grass that has
high disease resistance and one that blends
well. You expect that. But you may need more
from your bluegrass.

11

If your need is for a bluegrass that can
stand low temperatures . . . Baron en 0 dured -40°C temperatures in University
of Minnesota cold hardiness studies. It is recommended for every cold climate state in the U.S.
Or, if your need is for a bluegrass that tolerates
extremely warr:n weather . . . in University of
Maryland and Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University studies, Baron ranked
among the top for endurance to hot and humid
summer stress conditions.
If Paa annua is a problem, you'll certainly want to look at Baron. . .
0 University of I Iii no is studies ranked
Baron in one of the top three bluegrass categories for competition against Paa annua and
other unwanted grasses.
Wear tolerance studies conducted by
Dr. James Beard, formerly of Michigan
0State University, ranked Baron third
among 18 leading bluegrass cultivars tested.
If you are a sod farmer, you need a
quick stand and good sod strength ...
0Michigan State University studies placed
Baron in the best group for rapid sod development and superior sod strength.
Lofts/New England
Arlington, Mass. 02174
(617) 648-7550

Loft Kellogg Seed Co .
Milwaukee, Wis. 53201
(414) 276-0373

*U.S. Plan t Patent "11'3186, Dwarf Variety

If you need to cut Baron Kentucky
Bluegrass as low as%" all summer long,
0 go ahead! Baron's low growing blades
bend down to a low angle escaping the mower
blade . . . leaving more foliage for a healthier
green plant.

@

A bluegrass requiring less fertilizer is
always welcome. Baron consistently
0 outperforms other bluegrasses in low
fertility trials as documented by Michigan State
University. Just three pounds of nitrogen per
1000 square feet applied annually in a balanced
fertilizer. Substantially better than Merion and
other high fertility requiring varieties.

When you need your supply of Baron,
you'll find it's practically just around
0 the corner. Baron is stocked by leading
seed houses and distributors located throughout the U.S. and Canada.

®

And the price is right. Compare prices
of other top bluegrass varieties and
Qyou( IY h€! pleased with Baron's price.
Pick a bluegrass that meets all your needs.
You'll pick versatile, durable, and reliable
Baron Kentucky Bluegrass. Baron is only
available as certified seed.

lt~~J =reed Seed,·~·

Bound Brook, N.J. 08805/(201) 356-8700

Great Western Seed Co.
Albany, Ore. 97321
(503) 926-2636

Lofts/New York
Albany, N.Y. 12205
(518) 456-0042

Oseco Ltd.
Ontario, Canada
(416) 457-5080

"""°"
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Herbicide Trials on Broad leaf Weeds
and a Phytotoxicity Test-1976
By Joseph Troll, Robert N. Can-ow, and John Griffin

The objectives of these trials were to evaluate the
efficacy and phytotoxicity of an experimental chemical
per se and in combination with commercial herbicides
used for broadleaf weed control.
The broadleaf weed control trial was conducted on
the University of Massachusetts/ Amherst campus. A 28'
x 24' lawn area consisting of a mixture of Kentucky bluegrass, creeping bentgrass and weeds was divided into
28 randomized 4' x 6' plots. Each treatment was replicated four times. Chemicals were applied using a hand
pressure sprayer on May 5, 1976. Weed control counts
were recorded June 28, 1976. The test area was mowed
once a week at 1112" but was neither irrigated nor fertilized. Results are shown in Table 1.
Ta bl e 1.

*

Rate

lb. a. i . /A

Pe r cent Cont r a 1
Dande l i ons Clo ver

Phytox i c lty
on

bent ra ss

4.

Ta ble 2 .

Chemica l treatmen ts , rat es and percent phytoxicity on PennC ross
creeping ben tqrass - 1976

Pe rcent phytotoxic it y

Trea tments

Rates

Vel 4207
Vel 4207
Ve 1 4207

112 l b a.i./A
l l b a. i ./A
2 l b a. i.f A

Trex san (bent)

1 oz/l 000 sq. ft.

Chemical t rea tments , rates , percent weed control and phytoxicity-1976

Treatments

1.
2.
3.

Massachusetts South Deerfield Turfgrass Station. The
green was seeded in 1972 to a silt loam soil having a pH
of 6.5. During the season the green was mowed twice weekly to putting green height and received approximately 6
lbs. of nitrogen per 1000 sq. ft. An area of the green, 30'
x 16', was divided into 20 randomized 4' x 6' plots. Treatments were applied on July 1, 1975 and observed for phytotoxicity July 6, 1976. Results are listed in Table 2.

Vel 4207
el 4207
e l 4207
el 4207
Vel 4207
Trexsan
Contra l

+ 2 ,4 - D
+ 2,4-D
+ 2,4- D
+ 2,4 -D
+ 2,4-D + MCPP

1/2
1/4
1/2
3/4
1/2
l

+ l 1/2
+ 3/4
+ l
+ 3/4
+ 3/4 + 1/2

99
95
99
99
96
96
0

94
l 00
l DO
1 DO
98
100
0

i~ o n e

• Treatments 1 and 5 premixed; all others tank mixed.

A separate phytotoxicity trial was carried out on a
PennCross creeping bentgrass green at the University of

Excellent control of both dandelions and clover was
obtained by all treatments. Plantain was present in most
of the plots when chemicals were applied ; however, it
appeared that drought killed the plantain before chemical treatments were ~valuated . None of the herbicide
treatments appeared to be phytoxic to either creeping
bentgrass or Kentucky bluegrass. No weeds were present
in the PennCross green at the time the chemicals were
applied for phytoxicity evaluation.

Helminthosporium Leaf Spot Fungicide Control Trial-1976
By Joseph Troll, Robert N. Carrow, and John Griffin

The objective of this trial was to evaluate several fungicides for their effectiveness in controlling Leaf Spot
disease incited by a species of Helminthosporium.
The test site was located on the University of Massachusetts South Deerfield Turfgrass Station. A turfgrass
area consisting of a 2-year old blend of Park, Delta and
Newport Kentucky bluegrasses growing in a silt loam was
divided into 24 randomized 4' x 10' plots. There were 8
treatments, including the watered control, each replicated 3 times. The fungicides were applied on 4/ 30, 6/ 4
and 6/ 23. The turf was not irrigated, but it was mowed
twice a week and received 3 lbs. of nitrogen per 1,ooo2
Results are shown in Table 1.
Because chemicals were not applied at regular intervals it was difficult to determine their effectiveness
wken compared to the check. Also the degree of infection
as observed in the control plots appeared to be some-

Fungic i de treatme nt , rates, perc e nt infectio n ,oem~ates on mi:x tu r e of Kentucky bluegrass - 197 6

)

% infection
Tr eatment

~a~~~2~~~

Check

4/30
18

5/5
9

5/20
6

6/ 3
12

6/1 0
12

2 oz.

18

RP26019

l.j.

oz .

18

RP2601 9

8 oz .

22

Daconil

2 26 ml.

4

11

1 oz.

14

11

14

13

2 . 7 oz .

13

12

14

14

14

Tersan LSR
Cu - N

5 . 7 ml.

13

7/16
2

4

RP26019 (509<WP)

Act i dione TGF

6/14
16

4

10

11

4

11

what erratic. It appears that changes in the weather affected the magnitude of infection. However, results appear to indicate adequate control by RP 26019 at the 2
and 4 oz. rates. Some control was obtained at the 1 oz. RP
26019 rate and with Daconil when compared to the check_
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Reprinted with permission from MICHIGAN SCIENCE IN ACTION, May 1976.

Microbes-Cleaner-uppers for Polluted Waters
TWO DIFFERENT STREAMS
Augusta Creek meanders through portions of Kalamazoo and Barry counties. Its clean, open waters support
populations of brown and brook trout. This beautiful
stream seems a far cry from the dirty waters of the Raisin
River which flows into Lake Erie and harbors only rough
fish .
The contrast between these waters is great. Michi-

gan State University microbiologists are tr)ing to find out
why such a contrast exists.

MAN-MADE POLL iTIO:\
The Raisin River is polluted-cha · . it has a high level
of organic matter , which comes from municipal and industrial wastes and agricultural runoff that are poured into
the river. This material uses up so much of the oxygen in
the water that fish and other animal life cannot easily survive . In such polluted rivers plan ohen thrive , and soon
the rivers become choked with weeds.
NATURAL " POLLUTIOS
Research shows the amount o: o anic matter that
enters woodland streams like the Augusta Creek each fall is
comparable to that entering a bea il: polluted stream. In
the fall, woodland streams fill with fallen leaves, pine
cones, acorns and similar organic ma t.er. and the stream
becomes " polluted." These natural inputs are quickly
broken down and the stream cleans itse . But the inputs
entering the Raisin River have been · · uenced by man and
are degraded much more slowly.
Dr Michael J. Klug , another ~G microbiologist, is
part of a group of biologists studying e characteris ·

ARANDREW

TU RF

FARMS. INC

1331 RIVER B LVD .• SUF"F I ELD. CONN .
TELEPHO N E ~~•

61742!-

)U

QUALITY SOD SIN CE 1957
• Merion Bluegrass
• Merion/ Fescue Mixtures
• Penncross Bentgrass
• 0217 Fylking Bluegrass
• Karandre w Bluegrass Blen ds
All Sod Delivered on Palle ts
and Unloaded on Job Site.
Over 400 P r oducing Areas
BOSTON AREA REPRESENTATIVE
SAMUELS. MITCHELL
15 Longmeadow Drive
Canton, Mass.
This photo is a scanning electron micrograph of microbes on a leaf in a woodland stream.
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of Augusta Creek that allow it to process its inputs so effectively. At the Kellogg Biological Station near Battle Creek,
y have determined that bacteria, fungi and algae all
critical in processing wastes by the stream. The microbes not only work to break down organic materials
themselves, they also are the foundation of the stream's
"food web," providing food for higher ·animals in the
stream.
ARTIFICIAL STREAMS

By carefully studying Augusta Creek and identifying
all the organisms in the water, they were able to construct
artificial streams that replicate Augusta Creek in the laboratory. Water temperature, light, current speed and mineral composition of the water were all manipulated to simulate the real stream.
Initial studies of the microbes present in the stream centered on the types associated with processing organic inputs to the stream, such as leaf litter.
MICROSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Dr. Michael J. Klug draws samples from an artificial stream at the Gull Lake research facility.

Various types of microscopic photography were used
to study the characteristics of the microorganisms associated with breaking down the stream's leaf litter. By examining leaf surfaces during various stages of decomposition, scientists learned the physical relationships of the
microbes to the material.
(Continued on Page 20)

TRY OUR PESTICIDES
LIQUID & SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS
SPECIALTY ITEMS
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since 1939
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Area Representatives:
Kenneth B. Turner, Jr., 613-263-7526
Frank Downey, 413-596-3009
John Murphy, 203-325-0967
Insect larvae, and the microbes they harbor, efficiently
break down organic matter.
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(Continued from Page 19)

These studies were followed by others directed at determining the changes in chemical composition of inputs during decomposition, and the role of various microbes in
bringing about these changes.
The research has allowed the scientists to construct a
detailed picture of the structure, diversity and function of
the microbial community of a woodland stream.

MICROBES AND AQUATIC INSECTS
The role of microbes in the life of aquatic insects has
also been stunied. Immature forms of the cranefly, a common aquatic insect, also feed on leaf litter, helping break
it into fine particles.

Use litll-:•1

ACTl-DIONE"

in your
Tees
Greens
Fairways
Program

:::-..:~

__.

__
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But the insects only feed on organic matter that has
dense populations of microbes clinging to it, because the
microbes are an important component of the animal's
nutrition. Still other microbes in the enlarged portion of
the cranefly's hindgut help the animal digest the material
it feeds on, similar to the situation in termites.
All of the studies at the Kellogg Biological Station have
pointed to the major roles of microbes in the stream community and to the complexity of their associations. Maintaining the balance of these associations could be a critical
factor in maintaining the stability of a natural stream community.
Researchers hope to learn how much stress stream
communities can take and still stay healthy. Perhaps
then they will be able to help streams that have been
pushed too far and to right the balance again.

Join Your Massachusetts
Turf and Lawn
Grass Council
For more information write :
Mass. Turf and Lawn Grass Council
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These proven turf fungicides
help prevent or eradicate
Leafspot
Dollarspot
Melting -out
Fading-out
Ru st Bro wn Patc h Pink Patc h Powdery Mi ldew

Your golf course looks better and plays
better when your turf is healthy
David J. Sylvester
47 Main Street, East Berlin, Connecticut 06023
(203) 828-3790

attn.: Dr. Joseph Troll
RFD#2, Hadley, Mass., 01035
The Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council is a
non-profit corporation. Its officer derive no benefits except
the satisfaction of keeping Massachusetts and its neighbors
first in turf. It was founded on the principle of " Better Turf
Through Research and Education. " We must support our
University to accomplish this, and we can with a large and
strong Turf Council.
Membership is not restricted to Massachusetts residents or turf professionals alone, all are welcome to take
part. Write today.
=--..

Our advertisers' contributions help make it possible for us to give you interesting issues of TURF BULLETIN
We shall appreciate your mentioning to them that you saw their advertising in our columns.

